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The Enchanted Hour

The miraculous power of reading 

aloud in the age of distraction

Meagan Cox Gurdon



Electronic devices
 Almost half of young children now have an electronic 

tablet or device of their own

 Children ages 8 and under are spending an average of 
nearly two and a half hours every day on screens

 Teens spending an average of six and a half hours a 
day 

 Internet was bring people and ideas together

 Electronic devices-tend to separate family members



Reading aloud 

Least expensive

Most effective intervention

Students become ahead of their 
peers



Goodnight Moon
Margaret Wise Brown

Parody of Goodnight iPad

In the bright buzzing room

There was an iPad

And a kid playing Doom

And a screen saver of_

A bird launching over the moon.  ~ Ann Droyd



Reading together

 Psychologist Hilarie Cash  “whole bouquet of 
neurochemicals”

 Physically close to people

 Social animals not social media

 Shared experience with storyteller



Dr. John Hutton 

MRI study the effects of reading aloud on 

cognitive development

Quantifiable difference in brain function

Left posterior hemisphere of the brain  -

processing multisensory information

Better at summoning images



Benefits- Babies, Early Childhood

 Accelerates-language acquisition –ahead of their 

peers

 Complex language 

 Sharper focus-sustained attention

 Greater emotional resilience and self mastery

 Linguistic scaffolding early speech

 Work towards fluency



Teenagers and adults

Intellect

Emotional

Literacy

Spiritual

Frazzled adults- soothing balm to soul



Military

 Military- United Through Reading 

 98 percent of parents reported a decrease in 

children’s anxiety about deployment

 99 percent more connected with parent

 97 percent stress level down

 99 percent showed greater interest in reading and 

books



From Nursery to the Nursing Home

Neil Bush read to ailing parents George and Barbara Bush

Linda Khan-88 year old father

Changed the mood and atmosphere

Out of the depressing rut



 “If you want your children to be intelligent, read them 

fairytales. If you want them to be more intelligent, read 

them more fairytales.”

~Albert Einstein

 C. S. Lewis, time spent in what he called 

“fairyland” arouses a child

“a longing for he knows not what.”



How do you start?

 Pick up book ( magazine, or article) read out loud 

to someone you love

 Begin with 15 minutes

 Increase to 30, 45, 60 minutes

 Go to library- great classical stories!


